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Compositional Ability

Inconsistent performance in GPT-4. GPT-4 correctly solves two simple tasks based on demonstrations (left). 
The composite tasks have test input with both asterisk (*) and parenthesis. The correct answer should be 
output: CAT BULL. However, GPT-4 fails to solve composite tasks (right).}



Composite tasks: swap + capitalization



Logic reasoning composite tasks

(T1) Capitalization & Swap. (T2) Capitalization & Two Sum. (T3) 
Modular & Two Sum Plus.(T4) Capitalization & Plus One.



(T2) Capitalization & Two Sum. (T3) Modular & Two Sum Plus.(T4) Capitalization & Plus One.



Composite Linguistic Translation

Input: The princess teleported a cookie to the goose .
Output: TELEPORT ( PRINCESS , COOKIE , GOOSE )

Input: A cake was forwarded to Levi by Charlotte .
Output: FORWARD ( CHARLOTTE , CAKE , LEVI )



Composite Linguistic Translation

Figure from: An et al. How Do In-Context Examples Affect Compositional Generalization? 2023.



Phrase Recombination + Longer Chain

Figure from: An et al. How Do In-Context Examples Affect Compositional Generalization? 2023.



Phrase Recombination + Longer Chain



Phrase Recombination + Longer Chain

The word error rate (WER) vs the model scale on composite linguistic 
translation tasks. Dashed lines: simple tasks. Solid lines: composite tasks



Passive to Active + Object to Subject

Testing examples of Passive to Active and Object to Subject, red text shows the verbs changing from passive to active 
voice in simple tasks, and blue text shows the nouns from objective to subjective.



Passive to Active + Object to Subject

The word error rate (WER) vs the model scale on composite linguistic 
translation tasks. Dashed lines: simple tasks. Solid lines: composite tasks



Conjecture behind the experiments

● If composite tasks contain simple tasks related to different parts or perspectives of 
the input, the model will tackle the composite tasks well.

● One natural explanation is the model processes the input in some hidden embedding 
space, and decomposes the embedding of the input into different “regions”:

○ word-level modifications
○ arithmetic calculations 
○ linguistic acceptability, etc.

● If the two simple tasks correspond to two different task types where they relates to 
separate regions of the embedding, the model can effectively manage the composite 
task by addressing each simple task operation within its corresponding region. 



Theoretical Analysis



Theorem 1 (Compositional Ability (Informal))
Consider distinct tasks k and g with corresponding examples Sk, Sg, and 
Sk∪g = Sk∪Sg, If the input embedding x of examples from simple task k 
and g have support (non-zeros values) on disjoint regions. The model on 
composite task k and g have the compositional ability. 

We define compositional ability as: 
Given a test input from composite tasks (k+g), if model only given simple 
examples from simple tasks k or g as in-context demonstrations, the model 
have average performance. If given examples from both k and g, the mode 
have better performance.
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